
The FM-£I bears No . 2 4,035 and was issued on
September 17, 1953, by the 1,1CNican Consulate General in New
Orleans, Louisiana . As noted above, it was issued in the
name of LEE, HARVEY 03VALD .

	

It would 'appear that the comma
was placed on the card in error inasmuch as the signature
appearing on the original and duplicate portions of the
FM-i3 is LEE H . OSTIALD . OSWALD listed his profession as
"photographer," stated that he was 23 years of age and
married, and presented a birth certificate as proof of his
citizenship . The FM_Q was valid for a single journey to
Mexico for a period of fifteen days .
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8-28-64

A Continental Trailways Bun

	

Dallas, Tcmo at 11 P .M. This bw-
travels through San Antonio, f "_ :-.,.:, to Alice, Texan, and arrives at Alice
at l0125 A.M . At this point,

	

:cons travelling to Laredo, Texas, ctan;;e
buses sad board bus no . 304 v :.ich ucpar , - Alma . Texas . at 10 :35 A . "{ . .
arriving Iaredo, Texas, at 1 :20 P .M.

Persona departing Continental ::nil-yc Bus, Bouaton, Texas, at 2 :35 A . ,",
arrive at Corpus Christi, Tex-, at 8 :15 P .M. At that point, %1.cy caq;c
buses, boarding bus no . 304, and dcpal-ti- Corpus Christi at 8 :50 A .?..

	

^niq
bus then travels to Alice, Texas, arrivln3 at 10 :05 A.H ., and eo~.ecte with !
Continental Trailways Bus arriving fzn- Dallas and San Antonio . Bea no . 30~
than departs Alice, Texas, at 10 :35 A .R.,-arriving at Iaredo at 1120 P .b1 .
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The original passenger list or manifest
relating to departure No . 2 of bus No . 340 on October 2, 1963,
of the Transportes Frontera, S, A . de C. V. bus line, which
has its headquarters in Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, Mexico, and
its Mexico, D. F . terminal at Calle Buenavista No . 7, was
obtained .

The information recorded on the passenger list is
handwritten ; the names are not complete ; and portions of it
are not legible ; however, the following constitutes an effort
to reproduce as clearly as possible the information which
appears on the list .
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At the top of the manifest the name, Tranoportes
Frontera, is handwritten, and in Spanish the following headings
are printed:

RESERVATIONS FOR 13

	

O'CLOCN,

DESTINATION

	

Laredo

	

, DEPARTURE NO . 2 ,

ON BUS NO . 340 , DATE 2Z MONTH, October of 1933 .

The underlined portions are blanks which had been
completed in ink .

Following the list of passengers is the notation :
"9 Laredo, 7 Monterrey ."

3andprinted at the bottom of the page appears :
"DRIVER, DIONISIO REYNA, FCO. SAUCEDO," as well as the numbers
"13 - 2 ."

On the left-hand margin of the manifest are the
handwritten figures, "78" and "1S ." At the top right-hand
corner thereof are the numerals "186," "41" and under these
"227 ." On the backside of the document are the numbers
"143 .30" and "108 .80" and thereunder, as though a column of
addition, "255 .10 ."

The following information was made available by
T-13 on March 9, 1964 :

On March 5, 1964, GILBERTO LOZANO GUIZAR advised
that he is the manager of the ir1exico City terminal of the
Transportes Frontera bus company, Calle Buenavista No . 7,
which has a franchise for "through service" between Mexico,
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Seat
No .

Ticket
No . Name of Passenger Destination

1 39633 Fco . Saucedo Monterrey
2
3 39634 Fco . Saucedo Monterrey
4 Oswld Lardd
5 10347 Sra . Landeros Laredo
6 39648 Adrian Hernandez Mty .
7 10357 Juana Laredo

39649 Angel Gallegos Monterrey
9 10348 Sra . Morales Laredo

10 Pass Nicolas Gonzalez Torreon
11 10351 Rafael Flores Laredo
12 10354 Gautier 7 (Ganstine) Laredo
13 Angel Perez
14 39650 Antonio Cazarez Mty.
15 10356 Bra. Aguilar Laredo

Seat
N_ .

Ticket
No, - Name of Passenger- Destination

1G 10355 Sra. Franco Laredo
17 10352 Constantino Garcia Laredo
18 39659 Eliasar Gonzalez :,ionterrey
19 10353 Constantino Garcia Laredo
20 39661 Ynignes (Inigues ?) L1ty .



D, F. . Monterrey, and Nuevo Laredo, 1"lexico, but is not permitted
to sell tickets or pick up passengers at intermediate localities .

LOZANO stated a complete study of Transportes Frontera
bus company records and procedures had been made which resulted
in the conclusion that the person designated as "OSWLD" on the
October 2, 1963, passenger manifest did not purchase a ticket
and could not have traveled on the trip to which it relates .
He pointed out that the passenger reservations, tickets sold,
and passengers actually boarding the bus in h1exico, D . F ., are
recorded on the form which is provided for that purpose and
maintained on a clip board on the counter from which ticket
sales normally are made by the ticket salesman and dispatcher,
FRANCISCO ALVARADO . He admitted that ALVARADO occasionally is
assisted during rush hours or a temporary absence from the
counter by the baggage handler, LUCID LOPEZ h2DINA, who may
receive and record reservations on the manifest but does not
handle the actual receipt of payment for tickets.

FRANCISCO ALVARADO, ticket salesman and dispatcher
for Transportes Frontera, advised that he prepared most of
the handwriting on the October 2, 1963, manifest on which the
name "OSVILD" and destination "Laced" appear opposite seat No . 4 .
He stated he did not write the "OS'LD" ro~,orvation information
and it was his opinion the reservation had been made and the
information recorded by the baggage handler, LUCID LOPZZ .
With respect to the manifest for October 2, 1963, ALV'1RADO
furnished the following explanation:

He was quite certain that the individual designated
on the list as "OSWLD" did not purchase a ticket and did not
travel on the trip relating to that manifest . No ticket number
was recorded for that person, and a search of the company's
records in Nonterrey had failed to locate a ticket stub which
was not otherwise accounted for in connection with that
particular trip .
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